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Abstract
An experimental investigation was conducted to determine the effect of diverter
wedge half-angle and nacelle lip height on the drag characteristics of an assembly
consisting of a nacelle fore cowl from a typical high-speed civil transport (HSCT) and
a diverter mounted on aflat plate. Data were obtained for diverter wedge half-angles
of 4.0 °, 6.0 °, and 8.0 ° and ratios of the nacelle lip height above a flat plate to the
boundary-layer thickness (hn/5) of approximately 0.87 to 2.45. Limited drag data
were also obtained on a complete nacelle/diverter configuration that included fore
and aft cowls. Although the nacelle/diverter drag data were not corrected for base
pressures or internal flow drag, the data are useful for comparing the relative drag of
the configurations tested. The tests were conducted in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind
Tunnel at Mach numbers of 1.50, 1.80, 2.10, and 2.40 and Reynolds numbers ranging
from 2.00 x 106 to 5.00 x 106 per foot. The results of this investigation showed that
the nacelle/diverter drag essentially increased linearly with increasing hn/_ except
near 1.0 where the data showed a nonlinear behavior. This nonlinear behavior was
probably caused by the interaction of the shock waves from the nacelle/diverter con-
figuration with the flat-plate boundary layer. At the lowest hn/_ tested, the diverter
wedge half-angle had virtually no effect on the nacelle/diverter drag. However, as
hn/_ increased, the nacelle/diverter drag increased as diverter wedge half-angle
increased.
Introduction
The renewed interest in high-speed civil transport
(HSCT) configurations with extended supersonic range
has spurred investigations into aircraft drag reduction at
supersonic cruise conditions. Mutual aerodynamic inter-
ference between the engine nacelles and airframe can
have a significant impact on efficient propulsion-
airframe integration. By paying close attention to the
flow field interactions of the nacelle and airframe, the
designer can exploit the favorable interference effects to
minimize the total aircraft drag (refs. 1-4).
Linear analysis methods have been shown to roughly
predict the drag levels and basic interference effects
associated with nacelle-airframe interaction (refs. 4-7).
Also, linear design methods (refs. 3 and 8) have been
fairly effective in improving the overall integrated drag
characteristics. However, a more detailed and accurate
understanding of nacelle-airframe integration character-
istics is needed to support the development and applica-
tion of advanced computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
analysis and design methods.
Numerous experimental studies have been con-
ducted to identify the basic interaction of the nacelle and
airframe and to evaluate various analysis and design
methodologies. Typically, the nacelle drag increment is
obtained by subtracting the clean aircraft drag from the
drag of the aircraft with nacelles (refs. 2 and 9-11). The
primary advantage of this technique is that it is a gener-
ally accepted method to obtain the installed nacelle drag.
The primary disadvantage of this technique is that sepa-
rating the various drag components that contribute to the
total installed nacelle drag is impossible. These include
nacelle-on-aircraft interference drag, aircraft-on-nacelle
interference drag, nacelle-on-nacelle interference drag,
and isolated nacelle drag. Another disadvantage of this
technique is that the data accuracy suffers because the
strain-gauge balance must be selected to measure the
drag of the entire model instead of just the nacelles.
Another technique that has been used to measure
nacelle drag increments was developed at the Ames
Research Center (ref. 5). In this technique, the aircraft
model is mounted to one strain-gauge balance and sup-
port mechanism, whereas the nacelles are mounted on an
independent flow-through strain-gauge balance and
model support mechanism. This technique allows the
nacelles to be positioned anywhere underneath the air-
craft wing. The primary advantage of this technique is
that the various drag components previously discussed
can be determined from the separate aircraft and nacelle
drag measurements. In addition, the accuracy of the
nacelle drag measurements is improved because the
nacelle strain-gauge balances are sized to measure only
the nacelle drag. However, this technique is limited in
that the nacelle diverters are not modeled.
Recent experimental store-carriage drag studies at
the Langley Research Center have been useful in deter-
mining the drag characteristics of isolated stores as well
as the mutual interference between stores that were
mounted on a flat plate (ref. 12). In this technique, the
dragof anisolatedstoremountedona flat platewas
measuredwithastrain-gaugebalancesuchthatonlythe
dragof thestorewasmeasuredandnotthedragof the
entirefiat plate. Accuratedragmeasurementswere
obtainedbyusingthismethodbecausethestrain-gauge
balancewassizedto measurethedragof asinglestore.
Thehardwareusedfor thestore-carriagedragstudies
wasreadilyavailableandeasilyadaptableto conduct
teststo measurethedragof anacelle/diverterconfigura-
tion. Thefiat plateeliminatedanyinterferenceeffects
fromthecomplicatedflow fieldof anaircraftandpro-
videdauniformtwo-dimensionalflowfieldfortestinga
nacelleanddiverter.In addition,thegeometricsimplic-
ity of theflat platewasan idealcasefor initialCFD
code-validationstudies.
Thepurposeof thisstudywastodeterminetheeffect
ofdiverterwedgehalf-angleandnacellelip heightonthe
dragcharacteristicsof anassemblyof a typicalHSCT
nacelleforecowlandadiverter.Thenacellelip height
wasvariedbychangingthediverterheight. Also,lim-
iteddatawereobtainedona completenacelle/diverter
configurationthatincludedanaftcowl.Boundary-layer
profilesonthefiat-platesurfacewereobtainedto deter-
mine the boundary-layerthicknessapproachingthe
nacelle/diverterconfiguration.Althoughthe nacelle/
diverterdragdatawerenotcorrectedfor basepressures
or internalflowdrag,thedataareusefulfor comparing
therelativedragbetweenconfigurationstested.These
testswereconductedat Machnumbersof 1.50,1.80,
2.10,and2.40andat Reynoldsnumbersrangingfrom
2.00× 106to5.00× 106perfoot.
Symbols and Abbreviations
A L area of pallet lip, 0.0009201 ft2
CD drag coefficient, Drag force
q**S
p-p**
Cp pressure coefficient, -- q.o
D drag force, lb
h height of boundary-layer probe tube above flat
plate, in. (see fig. Al(b))
hd height of diverter, in. (see fig. 3(b))
hn height of nacelle lip above flat plate, in.
(see fig. 3(b))
hr height of nacelle centerline above flat plate, in.
(see fig. 3(b))
M free-stream Mach number
p measured pressure, lb/ft 2
po. free-stream static pressure, lb/ft 2
P0 free-stream stagnation pressure, lb/ft 2
P0,2 free-stream stagnation pressure immediately
behind shock wave, lb/fi 2
q** dynamic pressure, lb/ft 2
R free-stream Reynolds number, per foot
S reference area, 2.602 ft 2
TO free-stream stagnation temperature, °F
_i measured boundary-layer thickness, in.
0 diverter wedge half-angle, deg
Apparatus and Experimental Methods
Model Description
A photograph and schematic diagram of the flat plate
are shown in figure 1. The flat plate was 30.00 in. long
with a maximum span of 34.00 in. The leading edge of
the plate directly in front of the nacelleddiverter model
had a sweep angle of 0 ° in order to provide a uniform
two-dimensional boundary layer approaching the
nacelle/diverter model. The outboard leading edges were
swept 30 °. This sweep served three purposes: (1) to
decrease the plate planform area to reduce starting loads;
(2) to position the disturbance from tip vortices down-
stream in order to minimize their effect on the fiat-plate
flow field; and (3) to ensure that Mach lines produced
by the tips would propagate downstream of the metric
nacelle/diverter location. The leading-edge wedge half-
angle (5 ° ) on the lower surface was sufficiently small to
maintain supersonic attached flow at the leading edge
throughout the Mach number range.
A cavity that housed the strain-gauge balance and
pressure tubing was located on the upper surface center-
line of the plate and was covered by a filler plate, as
shown in figures 1(b) and 2. The instrumentation cavity
was vented to the plate surface with four multihole vents
(fig. 1(b)) to reduce the normal force on the pallet and
strain-gauge balance during tunnel start-up and shut-
down. A pallet, which was located within a cutout in the
filler plate, was mounted on a one-component strain-
gauge balance such that the top surface of the pallet was
flush with the flat-plate surface. Although not shown,
the pallet actually consisted of two separate parts (pallet
insert and pallet base) to facilitate model changes. The
pallet was isolated from the filler plate by two air gaps,
as shown in figure l(b). The 0.005-in. horizontal gap
allowed the pailet-balance combination to deflect. The
0.003-in. vertical gap minimized the airflow to and from
the flat-plate surface and the instrumentation cavity.
Boundary-layer surveys conducted on the pallet with and
without a foam seal covering the 0.003-in. gap showed
similar results, thereby indicating that flow was negligi-
ble through the gap. Details of these surveys are con-
tained in appendix A.
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Inaddition,fourstaticpressureorificeswerelocated
in theinstrumentationcavityto verifythattheflowwas
negligiblethroughthegapbetweenthepalletassembly
andfiller plate.Asshownin figure2,threestaticpres-
sureorificeswerelocatedontheforeandaftlipsof the
palletinsertandatmirroredlocationsonthefiller plate
tocorrectthedragdataforpressureforcesonthepallet.
However,initial checkrunsshowedonlya minimaldif-
ferencebetweenthepressureson thepalletandfiller
plate.Toeliminatethetareloadonthestrain-gaugebal-
ancecausedbythepalletpressuretubing,thetubeson
thepalletweredisconnectedfortheentiretest.Onlythe
pressuretubesonthefillerplatewereusedtocorrectthe
palletlippressuredrag.
Figure3 showsaphotographandsketchofatypical
nacelle/diverterassembly,and photographsand a
detailedsketchof thenacelleanddivertersareshownin
figures4 and5,respectively.Theaxisymmetricnacelle
hada constant-areacircularflow-throughductanda
removableaft cowl. The nine diverterstestedhad
leading-edgewedgehalf-angles(0) of 4.0°, 6.0°, and
8.0° andheights(hal)of 0.19,0.34,and0.44in. at the
leadingedge.Thediverterswereconstructedsuchthat
thecenterlineofthenacelleremainedparalleltothefiat-
platesurfaceasthediverterheightwasincreased.At the
lowestdiverterheight,theaft endof thenacellefore
cowl was on the fiat-platesurface,as shownin
figure 5('o).
A boundary-layer survey was conducted on the flat-
plate upper surface centerline at the streamwise location
where the plane of the nacelle inlet intersected the flat
plate. This survey was used to determine the boundary-
layer thickness (5) at the nacelle inlet face. The details of
the boundary-layer survey are presented in appendix A.
Because making a model change to vary the nacelle lip
height at each test condition was impractical to account
for the varying boundary-layer thicknesses, the nacelle
lip was positioned at fixed heights (hn) ranging from
0.20 to 0.49 in., which corresponds to 0.87_5 to 2.45_5 at
M = 2.40 and R = 2.00 x 106 per foot. Shims were placed
under the diverter to provide fine adjustments to
the nacelle lip heights. The nacelle lip heights were non-
dimensionalized by the actual measured boundary-layer
thickness at each test condition.
Wind Tunnel and Test Conditions
The investigation was conducted in test section 1 of
the Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (UPWT), which
is a variable-pressure continuous-flow facility. An
asymmetric sliding-block nozzle allows the Mach num-
ber to be varied continuously from approximately 1.46
to2.86 in the low Mach number test section (test
section 1). This test section measures approximately 4-
by 4-ft in cross section and 7 ft in length. A complete
description of the tunnel and its calibration can be found
in reference 13.
A listing of the test conditions can be found in
table I. The angle of attack of the fiat plate was held con-
stant at 0 ° throughout the entire test. The dew point of
the tunnel air was maintained at appropriate levels to pre-
vent water-vapor condensation effects at all test condi-
tions. Grit-type boundary-layer transition strips were
applied to the flat plate, nacelle, and diverter leading
edges to ensure a fully turbulent boundary layer. Transi-
tion strips were applied to both the internal and external
surfaces of the nacelle. The transition strips consisted of
No. 60 sand grit (0.0107-in. nominal height) sprinkled in
a lacquer film along a strip 0.1 in. wide and located
0.4 in. aft of the leading edge measured streamwise on
the flat plate, nacelle, and diverters. The grit size and
location were selected according to the standard proce-
dures for testing in the Langley UPWT (ref. 14). These
procedures are based on unpublished transition experi-
ments conducted in the UPWT and on the methods of
references 15 and 16.
Measurements and Corrections
The nacelle/diverter drag was measured with a one-component (axial force) electrical strain-gauge balance. This
measured drag was composed of several parts as shown below:
(D) measured = (D) nacelle/diverter + (D) pallet skin + (D) pallet lip (1)
friction pressures
The drag of the nacelle/diverter configuration can be further broken down as follows:
(D) nacelleddiverter = (D) nacelle/diverter external + (D) nacelle internal + (D) nacelleddiverter
pressure and skin friction, pressure and skin base pressure
excluding base pressure friction
(2)
Thus,themeasureddragcanbeexpressedas
(D)measured= (D) nacelle/diverter external + (D) nacelle internal + (D) nacelle/diverter
pressure and skin friction, pressure and skin base pressure
excluding base pressure friction
+ (D) pallet skin + (D) pallet lip
friction pressures
(3)
For this particular test, the measured drag was corrected only for the pallet lip pressures. Therefore, all drag data
presented in this report contain the components of drag from the first four terms on the right-hand side of equation (3).
ThUS,
(D) corrected = (D) measured - (D) pallet lip = (D) nacelle/diverter external + (D) nacelle internal
pressures pressure and skin friction, pressure and skin
excluding base pressure friction
+ (D) nacelle/diverter + (D) pallet skin
base pressure friction
(4)
The second term on the right-hand side of
equation (4), commonly referred to as "internal flow
drag," was not corrected because this investigation was
primarily concerned with the relative effects of diverter
wedge half-angle and nacelle lip height rather than the
absolute nacelle/diverter drag. Since the nacelle was out-
side the flat-plate boundary layer for all cases except the
lowest nacelle lip height, the nacelle internal flow drag
should have been constant or nearly constant for all con-
figurations except those in which the nacelle lip was
slightly submerged in the boundary layer. Therefore, the
relative effects of the nacelle lip height and diverter
wedge half-angle can be discerned from the data; how-
ever, caution should be exercised when conclusions are
drawn from the data where the nacelle lip is slightly sub-
merged in the boundary layer.
flat-plate flow field existed over the pallet. These calcu-
lations used measured skin-friction drag data from a dif-
ferent pallet on this same flat plate scaled to the current
pallet size (ref. 17). These estimates represent an upper
limit assessment because in the actual nacelle tests, the
aft part of the pallet was in the wake of the nacelle and
diverter and therefore should have a lower skin friction
than if the nacelle and diverter were not on the pallet.
The calculations showed that the pallet skin-friction drag
was on the order of 1 percent of the measured nacelle/
diverter drag. Because of the difficulty in accurately
estimating the pallet skin-friction drag and because the
relative effects of the nacelle lip height and diverter
wedge half-angle can be discerned from the measured
data, the drag data were not corrected for the pallet skin-
friction drag.
The third term in equation (4) is the nacelle/diverter
base pressure drag. Base pressure measurements were
attempted during this test by placing a four-probed rake
downstream of the nacelle/diverter configuration. Drag
measurements obtained with and without the rake
installed indicated that the rake was affecting the drag of
the nacelle/diverter combination. The force data did not
show whether the rake was only changing the base pres-
sures or if it was affecting the entire nacelle/diverter flow
field. Therefore, the base pressure rake was not used
during this test, and consequently, the nacelle/diverter
base pressures were not measured during this test.
Although the drag data presented in this paper are not
corrected for base pressure drag, the analysis of the drag
data presented in the "Results and Discussion" section
notes possible base pressure effects.
Finally, the last term on the fight-hand side of equa-
tion (4) is the skin-friction drag on the exposed portion of
the pallet forward and aft of the diverter. (See fig. 3(a).)
The pallet skin friction was estimated by assuming that a
As was mentioned previously, all drag data have
been corrected for the pressure drag on the forward and
aft lips of the pallet. The correction for pallet lip pressure
was calculated by averaging the three measured pres-
sures on the forward lips and the three pressures on the
aft lips and then applying the average to the appropriate
lip areas. The pallet lip pressures were measured by
using an electronically scanned 5-psi pressure trans-
ducer, and the tunnel stagnation pressure was measured
by using a 100-psi pressure transducer.
A reference area (S), representative of a typical
wind-tunnel-model-scale HSCT configuration, was used
to nondimensionalize the drag data in this study to pro-
vide nacelle/diverter drag coefficient data that are com-
parable to a complete HSCT configuration. The
reference area used in this study was determined by first
calculating the ratio of the wing reference area to the
total nacelle frontal area of three typical supersonic trans-
port (SST) configurations that were tested in the early
1970's. (See refs. 9-11.) These three ratios were then
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averaged.By assumingthata typicalHSCTconfigura-
tion hasfour nacelles,the averagedratio (calculated
above)of wingreferenceareato nacellefrontalarea
wasmultipliedby the frontal areaof four present
nacellestoobtainthereferenceareaof2.602ft2,thearea
usedin thisreport.
Theuncertaintyof thedragmeasurementswascal-
culatedwith themethod iscussedin appendixB. The
largestuncertaintyin CD at each Mach number is given
as follows:
M
1.50
1.80
2.10
2.40
Uncertainty in
Co
+0.000013
_.+.000017
_.+.000020
__..000021
The repeatability of the drag data was generally much
better than the uncertainty, although the repeatability was
dependent on Mach number. Repeatability in this case is
defined as the ability to obtain the same drag value from
taking several data points (approximately four or five) in
short succession (approximately 20 sec apart) and the
ability to obtain the same drag value on a configuration
that has been tested two or more times (during the same
tunnel entry) with other configurations in between. For
this test, the repeatability of the drag coefficient data for
Mach numbers from 1.50 to 2.10 was approximately
_+0.03 counts (_+0.000003), whereas the repeatability at a
Mach number of 2.40 was approximately +0.1 counts. A
listing of the drag data obtained during this test is con-
tained in table II.
Results and Discussion
The results from this investigation are divided into
four major areas: effect of nacelle lip height, effect of
diverter wedge half-angle, effect of aft cowl, and effect
of Reynolds number.
Effect of Nacelle Lip Height
Figure 6 shows the effect of nacelle lip height on
nacelle/diverter drag for the three different diverter
wedge half-angles (0 = 4.0 °, 6.0 °, and 8.0 °) for the
nacelle without an aft cowl. At all test Mach numbers,
the drag increases nearly linearly with increasing hn/6. At
any given h,/8, the nacelle/diverter drag generally
increases with increasing 0, as would be expected. At
the lowest hn/'6, the data tend to collapse into a narrow
band, which indicates that within the boundary layer the
diverter wedge half-angle has very little effect on drag.
Effect of Diverter Wedge Half-Angle
Figure 7 is a cross plot of the data presented in
figure 6 to further emphasize the effect of diverter wedge
half-angle on the drag of the nacelle/diverter configura-
tion without an aft cowl. As mentioned previously, the
diverter wedge half-angle had very little effect at the
lowest hn/'6, but the effect became more pronounced as
the nacelle was moved farther from the flat plate and a
larger portion of the diverter was outside the boundary
layer. In general, the largest drag increase occurred as
the diverter wedge half-angle (0) was increased from
6.0 ° to 8.0 ° .
Effect of Aft Cowl
The effect of hr/'6 on drag coefficient for the nacelle/
diverter assembly with and without an aft cowl attached
is shown in figure 8. The data generally increase linearly
with increasing hn/'6, although some nonlinearity is evi-
dent at the lowest hn/'6 point obtained at all Mach num-
bers. These nonlinearities are believed to be caused by
interactions between the shock waves from the nacelle/
diverter assembly with the flat-plate boundary layer as
the nacelle is moved closer to the fiat-plate surface. The
primary effect of adding the aft cowl to the nacelle/
diverter assembly is a decrease in the magnitude of the
nacelle/diverter drag. At M = 1.50 and M = 1.80, the
reduction in drag is generally constant (figs. 8(a)
and8(b)). At M=2.10 and M=2.40, the distance
between the two curves decreases as hn/'6 increases
(figs. 8(c) and 8(d)). This drag reduction is probably
caused by two primary factors: the reduced base area of
the aft cowl as compared with the fore cowl and the
favorable pressure gradient caused by the boattail effect
of the aft cowl. Because no base pressure measurements
were obtained, determining the magnitude of these two
effects on the nacelle/diverter drag reduction is not
possible.
Effect of Reynolds Number
Figure 9 shows the effect of Reynolds number on
nacelle/diverter drag for a diverter wedge half-angle of
8.0 ° and a fixed nacelle lip height of 0.24 in. The maxi-
mum strain-gauge balance load restricted the data
obtained at lower Mach numbers. Generally, CD
decreased with increasing Reynolds number; this
decrease was due primarily to the skin-friction drag
reduction as Reynolds number increased. The exception
to this trend may be due to the uncertainty of the data at a
Mach number of 2.40.
Conclusions
An experimental investigation was conducted to
determine the effect of diverter wedge half-angle and
nacelle lip height on the drag characteristics of an assem-
bly consisting of a nacelle fore cowl from a typical high-
speed civil transport (HSCT) and a diverter mounted on a
flat plate. Data were obtained for diverter wedge half-
angles of 4.0 ° , 6.0 ° , and 8.0 ° and ratios of the nacelle lip
height above a flat plate to the boundary-layer thickness
(hn/_) of approximately 0.87 to 2.45. Limited drag data
were also obtained on a complete nacelle/diverter config-
uration that included fore and aft cowls. Although the
nacelle/diverter drag data were not corrected for base
pressures or internal flow drag, the data are useful for
comparing the relative drag of the configurations tested.
The tests were conducted at Mach numbers of 1.50, 1.80,
2.10, and 2.40 and Reynolds numbers ranging from
2.00 x 106 to 5.00 x 106 per foot. The following conclu-
sions are presented from this study:
1. The drag of the nacelle/diverter configuration
generally increased linearly with increasing hn/6.
2. The drag of the nacelle/diverter configuration gener-
ally increased as the diverter wedge half-angle (0)
increased; however, this effect was less pronounced as
hr/_ decreased. At the lowest hn_ tested, the nacelle/
diverter drag was generally not affected by 0.
3. The primary effect of adding the aft cowl to the combi-
nation of a nacelle fore cowl and diverter was a decrease
in the magnitude of the nacelle/diverter drag. This reduc-
tion can be partially attributed to the reduced base area of
the aft cowl compared with that of the fore cowl and to
the boattail effect of the aft cowl.
4. The drag of the nacelle/diverter combination generally
decreased with increasing Reynolds number.
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Appendix A
Measurementsof Boundary-Layer Thickness
A boundary-layer survey was conducted on the flat-
plate surface at a location where the plane of the nacelle
inlet intersected the plate surface. This survey was used
to determine the boundary-layer thickness approaching
the nacelle so that the nacelle lip could be positioned rel-
ative to this thickness. A photograph and sketch of the
rake used in this survey are shown in figure A1. The
rake pressures were measured with a 5-psi electronically
scanned pressure transducer.
Measurements of the initial boundary-layer profile
showed that the measured stagnation pressure just out-
side the boundary layer was slightly higher than P0,2 (the
stagnation pressure immediately behind the shock wave).
An example of these data is shown in figure A2. This
trend was believed to be caused primarily by an oblique
shock wave that emanated from the gap between the
filler plate and pallet. The mechanism for causing this
shock wave is unknown; however, it is hypothesized that
it could be caused either by the flow expanding into the
gap and impinging on the pallet lip face or by air entering
the flow at the gap and causing a thickening of the
boundary layer which created an oblique shock.
The gap between the filler plate and pallet was origi-
nally 0.015 in. wide. Tests were conducted both with the
gap completely filled with dental plaster and with a foam
seal mounted between the bottom surface of the filler
plate and the pallet to prevent air from passing to and
from the flat plate and instrumentation cavity, as shown
in figure A3. The results from these tests showed no
essential difference between the boundary-layer profiles
with and without the foam seal, although using the dental
plaster to fill the gap eliminated the stagnation pressures
higher than free stream that were measured just outside
the boundary layer. Therefore, these data indicate that
the width of the gap was the primary factor in the
boundary-layer-profile problem rather than the air pass-
ing to and from the fiat-plate surface and the instrumen-
tation cavity.
In order to minimize the effect of the gap on the
boundary layer, strips of adhesive tape were placed on
the sides of the pallet to reduce the filler plate and pallet
gap to approximately 0.005 in. The gap-width reduction
improved the boundary-layer profile but did not com-
pletely eliminate the stagnation pressure higher than free
stream just outside the boundary layer, as shown in
figure A4.
After modifying the filler plate and pallet gap, the
boundary-layer thickness approaching the nacelle was
derived from boundary-layer surveys obtained at Mach
numbers of 1.50, 1.80, 2.10, and 2.40 and Reynolds num-
bers ranging from 2.00 x 106 to 5.00 x 106 per foot. To
determine the boundary-layer thickness (8), the mea-
sured boundary-layer pressure coefficients were plotted
against the probe height, as shown in figure A5. The
intersection of a straight line drawn through the points
outside the boundary layer and a straight line drawn
through the last few points just inside the boundary layer
was taken to be the boundary-layer thickness.
The measured boundary-layer profiles at each of the
test conditions are shown in figure A6. The following
table contains the boundary-layer thicknesses derived
from the boundary-layer profiles:
Values of boundary-layer thickness (8), in., at--
R, per foot M= 1.50 M= 1.80 M=2.10 M= 2.40
2.00 x 10 6
3.00
4.00
!5.00
0.21
.21
.19
0.20
.20
.18
0.22
.22
.21
0.23
.22
.22
.22
The boundary-layer thicknesses plotted against Rey-
nolds number and Mach number are shown in figures A7
and A8, respectively. These results show that the data on
boundary-layer thickness generally follow expected
trends; that is, boundary-layer thicknesses decrease with
increasing Reynolds number and decreasing Mach num-
ber. In figure A8, a slight decrease occurs in the
boundary-layer thickness at M = 1.80; the reason for this
variation is unknown, although it probably results from
the uncertainty in the data caused by the limited number
of pressure probes in the rake.
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(a) Photograph of boundary-layer rake.
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(b) Sketch of boundary-layer rake. All linear dimensions are given in inches.
Figure A1. Boundary-layer rake.
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Figure A2. Initial boundary-layer profile at M = 2.40 and R = 2.00 x 106 per foot.
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Figure A3. Configurations of temporary pallet and filler plate used to investigate boundary-layer profile problem.
Sketches are not to scale; all dimensions are given in inches.
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Figure A4. Comparison of boundary-layer profiles at M = 2.10 and R = 2.00 x 106 per foot.
Figure A5.
c
p
Determination of boundary-layer height at M = 2.40 and R = 2.00 x 106 per foot.
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Figure A8. Effect of Mach number on measured flat-plate boundary-layer height.
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Appendix B
Uncertainty Analysis of Experimental Data
The uncertainty of the drag measurements was cal-
culated with the method discussed in reference 18. The
experimental drag coefficient was calculated from seven
variables as follows:
CD = CD (D, Po, Pal,Pfl, M, W, Of)
D+ W sinOf + (PaJ -pn)At
0.7M2po ( 1 + 0.2M 2) -3'5S
(B1)
where
A l area of pallet lip, 0.0009201 ft 2
D drag force, lb
M free-stream Mach number
Pal static pressure on pallet aft lip, lb/ft 2
pfl static pressure on pallet forward lip, lb/ft 2
P0 free-stream stagnation pressure, lb/ft 2
S reference area, 2.602 ft 2
W weight of nacelle, diverter, and pallet assembly, lb
Of flow angle, deg
The uncertainty in CD due to the uncertainty in each
of the seven variables used to calculate CD is expressed
as
[( co v ¢ co
+ _pfltopn +C-_toM) +_,-_tow)
(aco )2 ,,2
where
toco uncertainty in CD
toD uncertainty in measured D, _+0.0125 lb
co uncertainty m measured P0, + 1.0 lb/ft 2
Po
co uncertainty in measured pal, +1.0 lb/ft 2
Pal
to uncertainty in measured Pfl, + 1.0 lb/ft 2
pn
tom uncertainty in measured M, _+0.02
tow uncertainty in measured W, _+0.0001 lb
to0i uncertainty in measured 0f,_+0.005 °
The uncertainty in CD was calculated for each data
point by using equation (B2). The largest uncertainty at
each Mach number is given as follows:
Uncertainty in
M Co
1.50
1.80
2.10
2.40
_+0.000013
+.000017
+.000020
+.000021
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M1.50
1.80
2.10
2.40
Table I. Test Conditions
R, per foot
2.00 x 106
3.00
4.00
2.00 x 106
3.00
4.00
2.00 x 106
3.00
4.00
2.00 x 106
3.00
4.00
5.00
p0,1b/_ 2
1051
1576
2102
1154
1731
2308
1312
1968
2623
1520
2280
3039
3799
TO, °F
125
125
125
125
q_, lb/f_
450.9
676.3
901.8
455.5
683.3
911.0
442.8
664.2
885.6
419.1
628.7
838.2
1047.8
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TableII. DragData
(a)Nacelle/diverterconfigurationwithoutaftcowl
M
1.50
1.80
2.10
2.40
R, per foot 0, deg hot
0.202.00 x 106 4.0
2.00 4.0
2.00 4.0
2.00 4.0
2.00 6.0
1.99 6.0
2.00 6.0
2.00 6.0
2.00 8.0
2.00 8.0
2.02 8.0
2.00 8.0
.24
.35
.49
.20
.24
.35
.49
.20
.24
.35
.49
1.14
1.67
2.33
.95
1.14
1.67
2.33
.95
1.14
1.67
2.33
Co
0.001246
.001277
.001367
.001475
.001249
.001274
.001367
.001490
.001247
.001289
.001385
.001523
1.99
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.99
1.99
2.00
2.00
1.99
1.99
2.01
2.00
4.0 0.20 1.00x 106
4.0
4.0
4.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
.24
.35
.49
.20
.24
.35
.49
.20
.24
.35
.49
1.20
1.75
2.45
1.00
1.20
1.75
2.45
1.00
1.20
1.75
2.45
0.001082
.001104
.001187
.001278
.001078
.001106
.001194
.001292
.001074
.001111
.001213
.001324
1.99 x 106 4.0
1.99 4.0
2.00 4.0
2.01 4.0
2.00 6.0
1.99 6.0
1.99 6.0
2.00 6.0
1.99 8.0
2.00 8.0
2.00 8.0
2.00 8.0
0.20
.24
.35
.49
.20
.24
.35
.49
.20
.24
.35
.49
0.91
1.09
1.59
2.23
.91
1.09
1.59
2.23
.91
1.09
1.59
2.23
0.000939
.000960
.001015
.001091
.000933
.000959
.001020
.001107
.000931
.000963
.001041
.001144
1.99
1.99
1.99
1.99
2.00
1.99
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
x 106 4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
0.20
.24
.35
.49
.20
.24
.35
.49
.20
.24
.35
.49
0.87
1.04
1.52
2.13
.87
1.04
1.52
2.13
.87
1.04
1.52
2.13
0.000823
.000838
.000894
.000958
.000818
.000843
.000905
.000975
.000819
.000856
.000915
.001001
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TableII. Concluded
(b)Nacelle/diverterconfigurationwithaftcowl
M R, per foot 0, deg hn hnl_ CO
1.50 8.0 0.20 0.95
1.80
2.10
2.40
1.98 x 106
2.01
1.99
2.01
2.01 \/
.23
.24
.35
.46
1.10
1.14
1.67
2.19
0.000954
.000994
.001012
.001110
.001205
1.99
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.99
8.0 0.20 1.00x 106
\/
.23
.24
.35
.46
1.15
1.20
1.75
2.30
0.000897
.000929
.000947
.001045
.001135
1.99 x 106
2.00
1.99
1.99
1.99
8.0 0.20 0.91
\/
.23
.24
.35
.46
1.05
1.09
1.59
2.09
0.000819
.000837
.000860
.000942
.001011
1.99 x 106
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.98
8.0
\/
0.20
.23
.24
.35
.46
0.87
1.00
1.04
1.52
2.00
0.000750
.000767
.000782
.000852
.000912
(c) Nacelle/diverter configuration without aft cowl with Reynolds number variation
M R, per foot 0, deg h n hnl_ CD
1.50
1.80
2.10
2.40
2.00 x 106
3.00
2.00 x 106
3.00
3.99
1.99 × 106
2.99
3.98
2.01 × 106
3.01
4.02
5.01
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
0.24
.24
0.24
.24
.24
0.24
.24
.24
0.24
.24
.24
.24
1.14
1.14
1.20
1.20
1.33
1.09
1.09
1.14
1.04
1.09
1.09
1.09
0.001287
.001258
0.001116
.001086
.001070
0.000971
.000949
.000932
0.000851
.000839
.000841
.000820
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(a)Modelmountedinwindtunnel
Figure1. Descriptionofflat-platemodel.
L-93-01075
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5.77
A
Section A - A
Section B - B
(b) Schematic diagram of flat plate. All linear dimensions are given in inches.
Figure 1. Concluded.
A
2O
i ¸¸ i¸ ii
i!iiii: _iiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiii!iiii!iiii!iii_iiiii!!i!i!Pressureorificeson
......................forward pallet lip
iii
Figure 2. Instrumentation cavity of fiat plate.
L-93-12972
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(a) Photograph of assembly.
L-93-01074
d
5.206
1.744
0.5
(b) Sketch of assembly with diverter 3 shown. All linear dimensions are given in inches.
Figure 3. Assembly of nacelle fore cowl and diverter on fiat plate.
CL nacelle
CL nacelle
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(a) Nacelle fore cowl.
L-93-13147
(b) Nacelle fore and aft cowls.
Figure 4. Photographs of nacelle.
L-93-13148
23
dl
_//0.002 radius
Fore cowl
5.206
Aft cowl
I (removable)
_ 1.744-----------_
_____._.-.-- _
1.000 1.219
(c) Sketch of nacelle. All linear dimensions are given in inches.
Figure 4. Concluded.
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(a) Photograph of diverters.
L-93-13149
v4.956
0.500 Diverter 0, deg hd,in. h r,in.1 4.0 0.19 0.704
2 6.0 .19 .704
3 8.0 .19 .704
4 4.0 0.34 0.854
5 6.0 .34 .854
6 8.0 .34 .854
7 4.0 0.44 0.954
8 6.0 .44 .954
9 8.0 .44 .954
_h d
_ Coincides with flat-plate surface
I
nacelle
_----Aft end of nacelle fore cowl
(b) Sketch of diverter 3. All linear dimensions are given in inches.
Figure 5. Description of diverters.
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Figure 6. Effect of nacelle lip height on nacelle drag. Nacelle without aft cowl.
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Figure 6. Concluded.
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(d) M = 2.40.
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(a) M = 1.50. (b) M = 1.80.
Figure 7. Effect of diverter wedge half-angle on nacelle drag. Nacelle without aft cowl.
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Figure 7. Concluded.
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Figure 8. Effect of aft cowl on nacelle drag at 0 = 8.0 °.
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Figure 9. Effect of Reynolds number on nacelle/diverter drag. Nacelle without aft cowl; 0 = 8.0°; h n = 0.24 in.
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